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editorial
Ethics, Law, and Cultural Competence in Art Therapy

Savneet Talwar, Guest Editor

This past year has been overwhelming. Personally and
professionally, my life has been upended by numerous
world events: the Syrian refugee crisis; the tolerance and,
even, celebration of hate speech by the 45th U.S. President
Donald Trump; and the American Art Therapy Associa-
tion’s (AATA) enthusiastic endorsement of Second Lady
Karen Pence’s advocacy of art therapy. The world seems to
be a mess. The daily reports of human rights violations, the
escalation of violence toward nonnormative bodies, denial
of health care for millions of poor and working-class people,
and environmental deregulations all raise questions of law,
ethics, and social responsibility for therapists across disci-
plines. Sajnani (2016) argued that in the current political
climate, creating borders around art, therapy, and politics is
dangerous. In these politically challenging times, practi-
tioners of art therapy, educators, and AATA leadership
must be guided by a social justice vision (Talwar, 2015)
that is informed by ethics and cultural competence.

The laws of society operationalize ethics, but the founda-
tion, framework, and purpose of ethics differ dramatically
from those underlying the law (Candilis, 2002). Laws are cre-
ated and enforced by the government to regulate the behavior
and actions of its citizens. Ethics embody morals and values
that supersede legal issues when laws come into conflict with
basic human rights. Rosa Parks was arrested on December 1,
1955, when she broke Alabama law by not giving up her seat
to a white person. How is it that a law, which regulated the
lives of black people for decades, has since become uncon-
stitutional? The law allowed white people to enact their
power and privilege, by subjecting black bodies to oppressive,
everyday behavioral controls. As Foucault (1977) demon-
strated, laws enact notions of discipline and punishment that
are internalized by people in society as a way to perform
good citizenship. So what of the ongoing political and institu-
tional oppression of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
and queer (LGBTQ) community; women; women of color;
and Muslims; or the mass deportation of undocumented
immigrants ordered by the Trump administration’s conserva-
tive policies? In the face of such policies, it is urgent that art
therapists, educators, and the AATA leadership question their
ethical responsibility when proposed laws conflict with
AATA ethical principles. AATA ethical principles embody
the values that safeguard the welfare of the individuals art
therapists serve (AATA, 2013). They are the guidelines for
responsible therapeutic practice, demanding that advocacy
and social justice remain central standards of practice (Corey,
Corey, & Callanan, 2015).

The earliest version of the AATA ethics document was
introduced in 1977 and was followed by revisions in 1983,
1995, 2009, and 2011. The current version came into effect
in 2013. It is clear from reading each document that the revi-
sions and modifications responded to the growing needs and
quandaries that arose as the practice of art therapy and psy-
chotherapy became mainstream. It was not until 1995 that
the AATA ethical standards included Title VI antidiscrimina-
tion language to describe the responsibility of art therapists
toward their patients: Standard 1.1 states, “Art therapists shall
not discriminate or refuse professional service to anyone on
the basis of race, gender, religion, national origin, sexual ori-
entation or disability” (AATA, 1995, p. 2). In 1995, the
AATA “ethical standards” were changed to “ethical princi-
ples” to “shift adjudication of ethics to the Art Therapy Cre-
dentials Board (ATCB)” (Kapitan, 2011, p. 150). Although
the AATA (2013) ethical principles include a detailed section
on Art Therapy Multicultural and Diversity Competence
(Principles 7.0 to 7.7), the ATCB (2016) ethical standard
requires only minimal cultural competency, specifically a
“developmentally and culturally sensitive” stance (p. 4).
Although sensitivity and awareness are important steps that
lead to cultural competence, including a social justice vision
should be central to all human service endeavors.

This special issue takes up the topic of ethical responsi-
bility and cultural competence when state and federal laws
endorse discrimination, leading to everyday experiences of
cultural trauma for those who live on the margins. In 2016,
Tennessee successfully passed House Bill (HB) 1840, allow-
ing counselors to refuse services to clients who offended their
“sincerely held principles” or religious beliefs. In effect, the
bill permitted discrimination against the LGBTQ commu-
nity, and denied access to health care and reproductive rights
for women. Although the AATA, along with the American
Counseling Association, issued a statement opposing the bill
(AATA, 2017), the AATA’s “enthusiastic” endorsement of
Second Lady Karen Pence went against the spirit of the
AATA ethical principles and the ATCB ethical standards that
are espoused for its membership. Mrs. Pence has publicly
voiced her negative feelings toward the LGBTQ community
(Pence, 1991), and she supported both the anti-LGBTQ and
antiabortion policies of her husband, Vice President Mike
Pence, when he was governor of Indiana. In 2015, Governor
Pence signed the Religious Freedom Act, legalizing discrimi-
nation against the LGBTQ community; he vetoed the bill to
ban discrimination against people based on sexual orienta-
tion, thus stripping the protections for LGBTQ people
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against employment discrimination. Finally, Mrs. Pence has
been at the forefront of the antiabortion movement, most
recently supporting the 44th annual March for Life in Wash-
ington, DC, on January 27, 2017.

In 2016, the North Carolina Public Facilities Privacy
& Security Act, HB2, was also passed; the bill banned indi-
viduals from using public bathrooms that do not corre-
spond to their biological sex, directly attacking the rights of
transgender and gender-nonconforming people. In the
wake of these bills, the election of Donald Trump has been
followed by a rise in hate crimes and trauma experienced by
those who are directly affected by anti-immigrant, anti-
LGBTQ, antiabortion, and racist policies. The authors
contributing to this special issue question the ethical
responsibility of art therapists when the rhetoric of hate
speech and oppressive laws is “directed toward some bodies
more than others” (Ahmed, 2016, p. 34).

Themes

The authors of the articles in this special issue explore
the ethical responsibility of art therapists toward their cli-
ents when politics and laws become the source of everyday
trauma. What should art therapists do in the face of white
supremacist polices that reinforce discrimination? How
have globalization and neoliberalism affected the people we
serve during this time of heightened political uncertainty?
What role do art therapists have in promoting awareness
and knowledge when state-sanctioned laws for protecting
minors and citizens normalize violence toward them?

In the process of editing the articles, I became keenly
aware of the passion with which many of the authors had
responded to a politically charged call for papers. It also
became clear that there was an urgent need for expanding the
knowledge base to contextualize intersectional self-reflexivity
beyond just naming difference. There needed to be a deeper
analysis of power and privilege in a historical and contempo-
rary context of art therapy practice, and its application in art
therapy settings. Each theme in this issue was chosen to build
on the knowledge and skills necessary to praxis. The themes
are: white supremacy and white fragility; neoliberalism, inter-
sectionality, and art therapy; social and cultural trauma; and
ethics, human rights, and leadership. I end with a note on a
stylistic choice made when editing this issue.

White Supremacy andWhite Fragility

The article by art therapists Cassie Hamrick and
Christine Byma, “Know History, Know Self: Art Therapists’
Responsibility to Dismantle White Supremacy,” calls on
white art therapists to assume responsibility in eliminating
white supremacy from art therapy. Highlighting the trauma
and devastating impact of the election of Donald Trump felt
by many, the authors address a knowledge gap and call on
white art therapists to recognize the “contemporary realities
of racism, cis-heteropatriarchal sexism, and ethno-religious
prejudice in the field, to critically analyze whiteness, and to
take steps to dismantle white supremacy in the study and
practice of art therapy.” They, along with other authors, offer

an overview of the theory of whiteness and how whiteness
has dominated art therapy education curricula, negatively
affecting and limiting productive dialogue about racism and
structural oppression in the field. Drawing on the work of
DiAngelo (2012) on white fragility and toxic whiteness, the
authors offer suggestions for practicing art therapists, educa-
tors, and the leadership of AATA and the ATCB to ensure
ethically responsible professional practice.

Neoliberalism, Intersectionality, and Art
Therapy

Two important articles, by Leah Gipson and Erin Kuri,
explore neoliberalism and intersectionality in art therapy.
Neoliberalism is a term used to identify projects that value
economic deregulation and privatization under the guise of
promoting equal access. Intersectionality is a methodological
tool to analyze inequality that emphasizes dimensions of dif-
ference (race, class, gender, and sexuality) (Grzanka, 2014).
Gipson’s contribution, “Challenging Neoliberalism and
Multicultural Love in Art Therapy,” takes a nontraditional
approach, analyzing popular media, film, and her artistic
practice in radio. She raises questions about the ethics of a
romanticized notion of multiculturalism influenced by neo-
liberalism in art therapy. Taking a self-reflexive stance as a
black woman teaching in a predominantly white institution,
she explores the emotional fatigue of “naming difference”
and dealing with conversations about “white privilege.” Ana-
lyzing the film Magnificent Obsession (1954) by Douglas
Sirk, Gipson questions the foundations of art therapy prac-
tice of emphasizing individual responsibility in self-expression
and healing, leaving systems of oppression unchallenged.
Erin Kuri’s article, “Toward an Ethical Application of Inter-
sectionality in Art Therapy,” expands the concepts of inter-
sectionality, neoliberalism, and globalization in the human
service professions raised by Gipson. Kuri turns to intragroup
identity differences that intersect to exacerbate experiences of
oppression. She argues that clients are rendered invisible
when social service agencies focus on compliance with thera-
peutic services and ignore the societal causes of oppression.
Exploring the strengths and limitations of intersectionality,
she cautions white art therapists against coopting intersec-
tionality as a means to just naming their identities without
engaging in conversation about structural components of
power and privilege. Both Gipson and Kuri posit that an eth-
ical art therapy practice should lift the veil of neoliberalism
and capitalist agendas in art therapy. As Gipson states,

By way of an enthusiastic endorsement of Second Lady Karen
Pence’s promotion of art therapy from her role in the White
House, the AATA (2017) has made an implicit assertion that
ethics are distinct from the ways in which practitioners might
perceive their own social location in global conversations of
freedom. The assertion itself fails to recognize institutional vio-
lence, promoted by the Trump–Pence administration, such as
unequal access to resources and societal alienation. Focusing
on art therapists’ professional identity without analyzing what
art therapists think or do is an infatuation with representation
rather than a collective valuing of justice.
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Social and Cultural Trauma

Three articles explore social and cultural trauma and its
implications for art therapy practice. Owen Paul Karcher’s
article, “Sociopolitical Oppression, Trauma, and Healing:
Moving Toward a Social Justice Art Therapy Framework,”
offers an expanded definition of trauma that includes the
social and cultural context. Refreshingly, Karcher brings
intersectionality, trauma, and oppression into the clinical
setting, reinforcing the necessity for intersectional reflexiv-
ity. He calls on white art therapists to confront their dis-
comfort and white fragility and begin to pay attention to
the ways in which art therapists enact oppressive social
dynamics within their therapeutic settings. To provide
opportunities for a socially just art therapy framework,
Karcher offers concrete suggestions, focusing on an urgent
need for critical self-reflection and examining language and
the implications of its effect on nonnormative bodies.

Australian art therapist Asha Zappa’s article, “Beyond
Erasure: The Ethics of Art Therapy Research With Trans
and Gender-Independent People,” is a much needed topic
to promote dialogue. Examining the meager number of
publications in art therapy on transgender and gender-
independent people (in the United States, the term gender
nonconforming is predominant), Zappa offers a refreshing
perspective on the ethics of research and knowledge produc-
tion that provides a balanced stance, calling attention to
past art therapy research that has replicated oppressive
norms focused on pathology, as well as to current articles
that affirm transgender and gender-independent people.

Finally, Jennifer N. Malloy provides a critical perspec-
tive on the ethics of state-sanctioned laws for child protec-
tion, which in many cases, further traumatize children in
the foster and residential care systems. In her article, “Post-
ASFA Permanency Planning for Children in Foster Care:
Clinical and Ethical Considerations for Art Therapists,” she
examines the ramifications of the 1997 Adoption and Safe
Families Act (ASFA). Signed into law under President Bill
Clinton, the aim of ASFA was to decrease the amount of
time children spend in foster care. Instead, the law has, and
continues to, undermine the ability of many parents who
need help due to their struggles with poverty or mental
health, by incentivizing adoptions versus reunification with
biological parents and providing more funds to states for
adoption than reunification. Malloy offers clinical sugges-
tions for art therapists involved in ASFA permanency plan-
ning and ways to support children and families going
through the process.

Ethics, Human Rights, and Leadership

The last two articles in this issue call attention to
creativity as a human right and facilitative leadership as a
means to positive change. Lisa D. Hinz’s article, “The
Ethics of Art Therapy: Promoting Creativity as a Force
for Positive Change,” focuses on the inclusion of creativ-
ity as a core ethical value in the 2013 Ethical Principles
for Art Therapists. Because creativity is a foundational
value in every aspect of art therapy practice and

education, Hinz posits that art can be an avenue to
oppose discriminatory laws and preserve human rights as
a force for social change. Finally, Girija Kaimal, Einat
Metzl, and Eri Millrod write on facilitative leadership.
Their article, “Facilitative Leadership: A Framework for
the Creative Arts Therapies,” offers a leadership model
for creative art therapists (CATs). Proposing a tripartite
model—developing the self, developing others, and envi-
sioning a creative and just future—they ask CATs to
think of leadership within a sociopolitical context.

A Note on Writing

Finally, I explain some of the editing choices in this
issue. Several articles use the words white and black. In
the spirit of choosing words with care, we respect the
wishes of the authors describing social groups and
intending to avoid reinforcing stereotypes. Even though
the guidelines followed for publication suggest that
racial and ethnic groups should be capitalized, I have
chosen to follow the rules of the Associated Press by
placing racial categories, such as black and white, in
lowercase. As anthropologists and sociologists have
argued for some time, race is a social construction and
people cannot be grouped on the basis of their skin
color or biology (Perlman, 2015). The word black was
capitalized only when authors deemed it necessary.

Ending

I want to end by thanking the readers of this journal for
their kind comments and feedback on the special issues I
have edited over the past 3 years. This issue is my last as
Associate Editor. I also want to thank Donna Kaiser, Execu-
tive Editor, for the honor and opportunity to serve the jour-
nal. Finally, my thanks to Book Review Editor Gaelan
Harmon-Walker, and all the reviewers on the editorial
board for their hard work.
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